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ABSTRACT Many flash storage systems divide input/output (I/O) requests that require large amounts of
data into sub-requests to exploit their internal parallelism. In this case, an I/O request can be completed only
after all sub-requests have been completed. Thus, non-critical sub-requests that are completed quickly do not
affect I/O latency. To efficiently reduce I/O latency, we propose a buffer management scheme that allocates
buffer space by considering the relationship between the processing time of the sub-request and I/O latency.
The proposed scheme prevents non-critical sub-requests from wasting ready-to-use buffer space by avoiding
the situation in which buffer spaces that are and are not ready to use are allocated to an I/O request. To allocate
the same type of buffer space to an I/O request, the proposed scheme first groups sub-requests derived from
the same I/O request and then applies a policy for allocating buffer space in units of sub-request groups.
When the ready-to-use buffer space is insufficient to be allocated to the sub-request group being processed
at a given time, the proposed scheme does not allocate it to the sub-request group but it instead sets it aside
for future I/O requests. The results of the experiments to test the proposed scheme show that it can reduce
I/O latency by up to 24% compared with prevalent buffer management schemes.

INDEX TERMS Buffer management, flash memory, flash translation layer, flash storage system.

I. INTRODUCTION
To compensate for the difference in throughput between
a flash memory device and the host interface, many flash
storage systems use parallelism. The throughput of flash
memory devices is substantially lower than that of the host
interfaces [1]–[3]; consequently, flash memory devices can
limit the throughput of the host interfaces. To overcome this
limitation, the hardware architectures of many flash storage
systems have been designed to utilize internal parallelism
[4]–[6] at the channel, package, die, and plane levels. Many
flash storage systems reconstruct I/O requests to use internal
parallelism because the size of the data requested through I/O
requests is not constant. An I/O request requesting a large
amount of data is divided into sub-requests, depending on the
unit of I/O operation of the flash memory device, and these
sub-requests are processed in parallel.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Adnan Abid.

Several studies have reported improvements in the I/O per-
formance of flash storage systems by adjusting the processing
times of the sub-requests. Because an I/O request divided into
sub-requests can be completed only when all sub-requests
have been completed, I/O latency is determined by the sub-
request that has the longest processing time. If the processing
of critical sub-requests that determine I/O latency can be
accelerated by delaying the processing of non-critical sub-
requests that do not affect I/O latency, the I/O performance of
a flash storage system can be improved. Many studies have
reported improvements in I/O schedulers [7], [8] and data
allocation schemes [9]–[11] by adjusting the processing times
of the sub-requests.

Because dirty data significantly affect the processing time
of a sub-request, the buffer space that contains clean data
must be efficiently managed to improve the I/O perfor-
mance of the flash storage system. To prevent the speed of
the host interface from being limited by the slow speed of
the flash interface [12]–[14], a flash storage system uses
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a high-performance memory device as a buffer to temporarily
store the data transferred between the host system and the
flash memory device. The data accessed in the past remain in
the buffer, and thus the sub-request can use the buffer space
after performing an eviction process that allocates the buffer
space and removes data already present in it. The clean data
can be removed from the buffer immediately; however, dirty
data can be removed only after being written to the flash
memory device. Because the flash memory device takes a
long time for the write operation, the dirtiness of the data
present in the allocated buffer space significantly influences
the processing time of the sub-request. If the buffer space
containing clean data is used for critical sub-requests, I/O
latency can be reduced. It is necessary to prevent the buffer
space containing clean data from being wasted by non-critical
sub-requests because the amount of clean data in the buffer is
not always sufficient.

However, many buffer management schemes [15]–[28]
have limitations in efficiently managing the buffer space
containing clean data because the size of the unit in which
the eviction process is executed is not the same as the size
of the data requested by the I/O request. Buffer management
schemes for flash storage systems manage the buffer space by
dividing it into buffer entries, which are units of the same size
as a page or a block. The value of each entry is determined by
examining such characteristics of the data as access frequency
and dirtiness, but the criteria for determining this value differ
depending on the buffer management scheme. If there are no
free buffer entries, the entry with the lowest value is usually
allocated to a new sub-request. Because the eviction process
is performed in a unit of the buffer entry whenever the free
buffer entry is insufficient for a given sub-request, clean and
dirty data can be stored together in buffer entries allocated
for an I/O request that is the parent of the sub-requests.
In this case, a sub-request assigned with a dirty entry, which
is the buffer entry containing dirty data, is likely to be a
critical sub-request because the flash device takes a long
time for the write operation. On the contrary, a sub-request
assigned with a clean entry, which is the buffer entry con-
taining clean data, is likely to be a non-critical sub-request.
As a result, clean entries can be wasted by non-critical
sub-requests.

We propose a buffer management scheme called the group-
aware least recently used (GALRU) scheme to efficiently
manage clean entries. The basic idea of the GALRU is to
unify the type of buffer entries allocated for I/O requests
as clean or dirty entries. Allocating clean and dirty entries
together to an I/O request is not effective for reducing its
processing latency, as mentioned above. In addition, it can
reduce the probability that the latency of future I/O requests
can be reduced because it reduces the number of the clean
entries that can be used for future I/O requests. The GALRU
increases opportunities for clean entries to be used to reduce
I/O latency by avoiding the allocation of clean and dirty
entries together to an I/O request. It has the following
features:

• The GALRU groups sub-requests derived from the same
I/O request and applies an eviction policy in units of a
sub-request group. The eviction policies can limit the
type of buffer entries to be allocated to sub-requests.
Furthermore, the GALRU applies the same eviction
policy to sub-requests belonging to the same group;
thus, such sub-requests can use the same type of buffer
entries.

• The eviction policy is determined depending on the
number of clean entries. If the number of clean entries
is insufficient to be allocated to the sub-request group
being processed, the GALRU uses an eviction policy
that selects a dirty entry as the victim entry so that clean
entries can be accumulated in the buffer to reduce the
I/O latency of future I/O requests. If the number of clean
entries is sufficient, the GALRU uses an eviction policy
that selects a clean entry as the victim entry to reduce the
latency of the sub-request group being processed.

• Even though the GALRU applies an eviction policy in
units of a sub-request group, it executes the eviction
process in a unit of the buffer entry. Because the unit of
the eviction process is identical to that of many currently
available buffermanagement schemes, the eviction algo-
rithms of the latter can be improved by adopting the
idea of the GALRU without requiring major changes.
Section 5 presents case studies of the application of the
eviction policies of the GALRU to buffer management
schemes.

FIGURE 1. Architecture of flash storage system.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. FLASH STORAGE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows the common hardware components of a flash
storage system [29]–[33]. The processor, which executes the
algorithm for the flash translation layer and the buffer, gen-
erates control words for the host interface controller and the
storage controller to process sub-requests. The host interface
controller, which manages communication between the host
system and the flash storage system, moves data requested by
the sub-request between the host system and the buffer. The
storage controller, which controls the flash memory devices,
moves the data requested by the sub-request between the flash
memory device and the buffer. Many flash storage system
contain flash memory devices constructed using a multi-
channel, multi-way architecture [34], [35] to utilize channel-
level and die-level parallelism.
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of I/O request handling processes of legacy schemes and GALRU.

B. RELATED WORK
The buffer management scheme has a significant influence
on the performance of the flash storage system because it can
modulate the pattern of access to the flash device. In general,
the buffer management scheme improves the performance of
the flash storage system by storing frequently accessed data
in the buffer for a long time or changing the pattern of write
access of the host system to one suitable for reducing thewrite
amplification factor. The buffer structure of prevalent buffer
management schemes can be classified into three types:
a write-only structure in which only the write buffer exists,
a separate structure in which the read and write buffers are
separated from each other, and an integrated structure in
which the read and write buffers share the buffer space. The
write-only structure [36]–[39] cannot reduce the frequency
of read access to the flash device. The separate structure
[40]–[42] struggles to copewith changes in workload because
it is difficult to dynamically adjust the sizes of the read and
write buffers. In addition, when read andwrite requests access
the same address, it difficult to efficiently manage the buffer
space compared with that in the integrated structure.

Buffer management schemes for integrated structures
[15]–[28], [43] use the dirtiness of the data as a criterion for
selecting the victim entry for the eviction process because the
flash device has a write life limit and takes a long time for
the write operation. To reduce the frequency of flash write
operations, the CFLRU [15] contained an eviction policy
based on the clean-first method, which involves selecting a
clean entry over a dirty entry as the victim entry of the evic-
tion process. Many buffer management schemes [16]–[28]
have since featured eviction policies based on the clean-first
method. To improve the buffer hit ratio, they mainly use an

eviction policy that integrates the clean-first method with a
cold-first method. The cold-first method selects a cold entry
over a dirty entry as the victim entry of the eviction process;
the cold entry contains data that are unlikely to be accessed
again, and the dirty entry contains data that are likely to be
accessed again. Even though the criteria for determining the
value differ depending on the buffer management scheme,
the schemes usually assign low values to a cold entry or a
clean entry, and select the one with the lowest value as the
victim entry of the eviction process. They usually employ
page-level buffer entries because the accuracy of classify-
ing the data improves as the granularity of management
decreases.

III. MOTIVATION
Buffermanagement schemes for integrated structures are lim-
ited in the extent to which they can improve the performance
of the flash storage system due to the eviction process in
units of buffer entry. Case 0 in Figure 2 shows the problem
encountered by buffer management schemes for integrated
structures. As mentioned above, they allocate the buffer entry
with the lowest value to a new sub-request. If clean and dirty
entries are mixed among low-value buffer entries, clean and
dirty entries can be allocated together for an I/O request
as shown in Case 0. I/O operations for the sub-requests
A-0 and B-0, which use dirty entries, are delayed by the
eviction process for writing dirty data to the flash device,
whereas I/O operations for the sub-requests A-1 and B-1,
which use clean entries, are completed early. As a result, I/O
latency (t0 and t1) is determined by the sub-requests A-0 and
B-0 using the dirty entry, and clean entries do not contribute
to reducing I/O latency.
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The GALRU is proposed to efficiently manage clean
entries to reduce I/O latency. It can create an opportunity for a
clean entry, which was previously used by a non-critical sub-
request of a preceding I/O request, to be used for a critical
sub-request of a subsequent I/O request. Case 1 of Figure 2
shows the basic idea of the GALRU. It allocates buffer entry 3
to sub-request A-1, instead of buffer entry 4, and allocates
buffer entry 4 to sub-request B-0 instead of buffer entry 3,
to unify the types of buffer entries allocated for I/O requests.
As a result, even though the I/O latencies of I/O request A in
Case 0 (t0) and Case 1 (t2) are the same, the I/O latency (t3)
of I/O request B in Case 1 is less than the I/O latency (t1) of
I/O request B in Case 0.

IV. PROPOSED GALRU SCHEME
The GALRU is a buffer management scheme that applies
eviction policies in units of a sub-request (SR) group. The
SR group contains sub-requests derived from the same I/O
request. The GALRU processes an SR group by selecting one
of three eviction policies. The eviction policy of the GALRU
determines the victim entry of the eviction process depending
on the dirtiness of the buffer entry. Because sub-requests
belonging to the same group are processed by the same
eviction policy, the dirtiness of buffer entries allocated for I/O
requests are unified. Details of the GALRU are described in
the sub-sections below.

A. BUFFER STRUCTURE
Figure 3 shows the buffer structure of the GALRU. It man-
ages the buffer by dividing it into a common region and a
victim region. The common region is used to manage recently
accessed data, and the victim region is used for managing
data pushed out of the common region. Data in the buffer are
managed in units of the page-level buffer entry. The GALRU
maintains the sizes of the common region and victim region.

FIGURE 3. Buffer structure of the GALRU.

The buffer entries of the common region are managed by
a common list that sorts them using the LRU algorithm. The
buffer entry for data accessed by a new sub-request is moved
to the most recently used (MRU) location of the common list.

If the buffer entry is input from outside the common region,
the entry of the LRU location of the common list is moved to
the victim region to maintain the size of the common region.
This process is called region migration.

The victim region consists of two lists that manage differ-
ent types of buffer entries. The dirty list, which is for dirty
entries, and the clean list, which is for clean entries, use the
LRU algorithm to sort their buffer entries. The buffer entry
moved by region migration is entered into one of the two lists
depending on its dirtiness. The victim entry of the eviction
process is selected from among buffer entries in the victim
region and moved to the common region after being used by
a new sub-request.

B. EVICTION POLICY
Before performing the eviction process for an SR group,
the GALRU selects one of the following three policies: clean
only (CO), dirty only (DO), or mix available (MA). The
CO policy selects the LRU buffer entry of the clean list as
victim entry, the DO policy selects the LRU buffer entry of
the dirty list as victim entry, and the MA policy selects the
oldest among the LRU buffer entries of each list as victim
entry. Because the GALRU applies the same eviction policy
to sub-requests belonging to the same SR group, the dirtiness
of buffer entries allocated to an I/O request is unified except
when the MA policy is applied.

The GALRU selects an eviction policy by comparing the
size of an SR group with the number of clean entries in the
victim region. The size of an SR group refers to the sum of
data sizes requested by sub-requests of the group. In other
words, the size of an SR group is identical to the size of data
requested by the I/O request. To unify the dirtiness of buffer
entries allocated to an SR group, the number of clean or dirty
entries in the victim region should be greater than the size of
the SR group. The GALRU uses the CO policy only if the
size of the clean list is larger than that of the given SR group.
Likewise, it uses the DO policy only if the size of the dirty list
is larger than that of the given SR group. Because the eviction
process of a clean entry is faster than that of a dirty entry,
the GALRU uses the CO policy when the size of each list is
larger than that of the given SR group. Furthermore, it uses
the MA policy only if the size of each list is smaller than that
of the given SR group.

C. SR GROUP DISTINCTION
The GALRU uses an identifier (RID) for the I/O request
to classify sub-requests belonging to different SR groups.
Numerous flash storage systems insert an RID into a sub-
request to complete the I/O request. The flash storage system
can determine the operating status of the I/O request by
checking the RID of the completed sub-requests. Because an
RID contains unique information pertaining to an I/O request,
it is useful for distinguishing SR groups. Figure 4 shows
an example in which the GALRU distinguishes among SR
groups. It determines that sub-requests containing the same
RID belong to the same SR group.
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FIGURE 4. Example of SR group distinction.

D. EVICTION POLICY REGISTER
To apply the same eviction policy to sub-requests belonging
to the same SR group, the GALRU uses an eviction policy
register (EPR) to maintain information regarding the eviction
process. The EPR stores the RID and eviction policy identifier
(PID) of the SR group being processed. Furthermore, the PID
can be set to one of four states: reset, CO, DO, andMA. Reset
indicates that the eviction policy has not been determined
yet. When the GALRU starts processing a new SR group,
it updates the RID of the EPR with the RID of the new
SR group and sets the PID of the EPR to reset. It selects a
new eviction policy only when the PID of the EPR is reset.
Because the PID of the EPR is retained until a new SR group
is processed, the GALRU can apply the same eviction policy
to sub-requests belonging to the same SR group by checking
the PID of the EPR.

E. GALRU ALGORITHM
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the sub-request han-
dling process. This process is performed in two stages. In the
first stage, the GALRU compares the RID of the sub-request
with that of the EPR to determine whether the request belongs
to an SR group being processed (lines 1–3). If the RIDs are
the same, the GALRU retains the information of the EPR.
If the RIDs are not the same, it updates the information of
the EPR for the new SR group (line 2). In the second step,
the GALRU reorganizes the buffer following several steps
that are determined depending on the location of the data
requested by the sub-request. If the requested data are in the
common region, the GALRU performs a list sort, where this
moves the buffer entry storing the requested data to the MRU
location of the common list (line 6). If the requested data are
in the victim region, the GALRU performs a list sort and
region migration, where this keeps the size of each region
constant (lines 8–13). If the requested data do not exist in
the buffer, the GALRU performs a list sort, region migration,
and the eviction process, which allocates buffer entry for the
requested data (lines 16–28).

Algorithm 2 shows the process of victim selection. This
process is performed in two stages. In the first stage,
the GALRU checks the PID of the EPR to determine whether
a new eviction policy should be chosen (lines 1–9). It selects
a new eviction policy only if the PID is reset. If the PID
is not reset, the GALRU keeps the PID to use the eviction

Algorithm 1 Sub-Request Handling Process
CR; common region; VR: victim region; CML: common list
of CR; CL: clean list of VR; DL: dirty list of VR; EPR:
eviction policy register; LPA: logical page address; D(X):
data of X; E(X): buffer entry of X; RID: ID of I/O request;
victim: victim entry
Input: LPA, RID
Output: Reference of E(D(LPA))
1: if RID != RID of EPR then
2: Reset EPR and update RID of EPR;
3: end if
4: if D(LPA) ∈ buffer then
5: if D(LPA) ∈ CR then
6: Move E(D(LPA)) to the MRU of CML;
7: else
8: Move E(D(LPA)) to the MRU of CML;
9: if E(LRU of CML) are the clean data then
10: Move E(LRU of CML) to the MRU of CL;
11: else
12: Move E(LRU of CML) to the MRU of DL;
13: end if
14: end if
15: else
16: victim← Victim_Selection()
17: if D(victim) are the dirty data then
18: Evict D(victim) to the flash memory device;
19: else
20: Discard D(victim);
21: end if
22: Store D(LPA) to victim
23: Insert E(D(LPA)) into the MRU of CML;
24: if E(LRU of CML) are the clean data then
25: Move E(LRU of CML) to the MRU of CL;
26: else
27: Move E(LRU of CML) to the MRU of DL;
28: end if
29: end if
30: return E(D(LPA));

policy chosen for previous sub-requests. In the second stage,
it selects the victim entry according to the eviction policy
determined in the first stage (lines 10–21).

F. COMPLEXITY OF GALRU ALGORITHM
Because the GALRU uses an algorithm based on the LRU
algorithm, this section analyzes the additional space and time
complexities that the GALRU algorithm incurs compared
with the LRU algorithm. The additional space complexity of
the GALRU is generated by the EPR and additional LRU
lists. Compared with the LRU algorithm, metadata for the
two LRU lists is added because the GALRU uses three LRU
lists. Because the sizes of the metadata for the EPR and LRU
lists are constant, the additional space complexity is O(1).
The additional time complexity of the GALRU is incurred
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Algorithm 2 Victim Selection
CR; common region; VR: victim region; CL: clean list of VR;
DL: dirty list of VR; EPR: eviction policy register; CO: clean-
only eviction policy; DO: dirty-only eviction policy; MA:
mix-available eviction policy; E(X): buffer entry of X; RID:
ID of I/O request; victim: victim entry
Input: RID
Output: Reference of victim
1: if PID of EPR == reset then
2: if Size of the SR group of RID ≤ size of CL then
3: Set PID of EPR to CO;
4: else if Size of the SR group of RID≤ size of DL then
5: Set PID of EPR to DO;
6: else
7: Set PID of EPR to MA;
8: end if
9: end if

10: if PID of EPR == CO then
11: victim← E(LRU of CL);
12: else if PID of EPR == DO then
13: victim← E(LRU of DL);
14: else
15: if E(LRU of CL) are older than E(LRU of DL) then
16: victim← E(LRU of CL);
17: else
18: victim← E(LRU of DL);
19: end if
20: end if
21: return victim;

by the eviction process. Compared with the LRU algorithm,
the GALRU requires additional operations for checking the
EPR and selecting the victim entry. Because the size of
the metadata for the EPR and the number of candidates for
the victim entry (LRU buffer entry of the clean or dirty list)
are constant, the additional time complexity is O(1).

V. CASE STUDY
This section presents case studies based on the ideas of the
GALRU to improve prevalent buffer management schemes.
The eviction policy applied in units of the SR group can be
used to overcome the limitation of current buffer management
schemes. The subsections below present case studies that
apply the victim selection algorithm of the GALRU to the
DPW-LRU [28] and PT-LRU [22]. The impact of each case
on the performance of the flash storage system is described
in Section 6.

A. DPWGA-LRU
The DPWGA-LRU is a buffer management scheme that
applies the victim selection algorithm of the GALRU to the
eviction process of the DPW-LRU. The DPW-LRU divides
the buffer into two regions: a working region and an exchange
region. The working region plays a role similar to that of

the common region in the GALRU, and the exchange region
acts similarly to the victim region in the GALRU. The page
weight, which is used to select the target entry for region
migration, reflects the characteristics of the data, such as the
interval of temporal locality, cost of eviction, and recency.
Therefore, the DPW-LRU can improve the buffer hit ratio
and reduce the number of flash write operations. However,
the DPW-LRU has a limitation whereby non-critical sub-
requests lead to a waste of clean entries because it selects
the victim entry by using the LRU algorithm. To improve
the eviction process of the DPW-LRU, the DPWGA-LRU
divides the exchange region into a clean list and a dirty list,
and replaces the LRU algorithm with the victim selection
algorithm of the GALRU. Algorithm 3 is the eviction algo-
rithm of the DPWGA-LRU. Except for the second and third
lines, Algorithm 3 is identical to the eviction algorithm of the
DPW-LRU.

Algorithm 3 Eviction Process of DPWGA-LRU
WR: working region; VR: exchange region; R: selected
region; Pweight : weight of a page; Mapweight : weight map of
pages;
Input: R
Output: reference of victim;
1: if R ∈ ER then
2: victim← Victim_Selection_of_GALRU();
3: return victim
4: else
5: Run the DPW-LRU strategy in WR
6: for pages ∈ [0, w] of WR do
7: Pweight ← DPW(page);
8: Mapweight .put(page, Pweight );
9: end for
10: for page ∈ Mapweight do
11: if page < Wmin then
12: victim← page;
13: Wmin← Mapweight .get(page);
14: end if
15: end for
16: return victim;
17: end if

B. PTGA-LRU
The PTGA-LRU is a buffer management scheme that applies
the victim selection algorithm of the GALRU to the eviction
process of the PT-LRU. The PT-LRU manages the buffer by
dividing it into three lists: a cold clean linked list (LC), a cold
dirty linked list (LD), and a mixed LRU linked list (LH).
The LC, LD, and LH lists play roles similar to those of the
clean, dirty, and common lists in the GALRU, respectively.
The PT-LRU can reduce the number of flash write operations
because it can create a situation in which the victim entries
are selected from the LH list, even if the LD list is not
empty, by using a probability-based algorithm. However, the
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Algorithm 4 Eviction Process of PTGA-LRU
LC; cold clean queue; LD: cold dirty queue; LH: mixed
region; E(X): buffer entry of X; RID: ID of I/O request;
victim: victim entry
Input: RID
Output: Reference victim;
1: if PID of EPR == reset then
2: if Size of the SR group of RID ≤ size of LC then
3: Set PID of EPR to CO;
4: else if Size of the SR group of RID≤ size of LD then
5: Set PID of EPR to DO;
6: else
7: Set PID of EPR to MA;
8: end if
9: end if

10: if PID of EPR == CO then
11: victim← E(LRU of LC);
12: else if PID of EPR == DO then
13: victim← E(LRU of LD);
14: else
15: if LC is not NULL then
16: victim← E(LRU of LC);
17: else
18: Calculate Replace-Flag by pro; //(0.5<pro<1)
19: if Replace-Flag == 1 and LD is not NULL then
20: victim← E(LRU of LD);
21: else
22: victim← PT-LRU_EvictHot();
23: end if
24: end if
25: end if
26: return victim;

PT-LRU cannot prevent the problem whereby non-critical
sub-requests waste clean entries because it prefers to use the
LC list over other lists for selecting the victim entry when it
is not empty. To apply the victim selection algorithm of the
GALRU to the eviction process of the PT-LRU, the PTGA-
LRU modifies the eviction policies of the GALRU. The CO
policy selects the LRU buffer entry of the LC list as victim
entry, the DO policy selects the LRU buffer entry of the
LD list as the victim entry, and the MA policy selects the
victim entry using the eviction algorithm of the PT-LRU.
Algorithm 4 shows the eviction process of the PTGA-LRU.
Notably, the PTGA-LRU replaces the eviction algorithm of
the PT-LRU, that is, lines 8–15 of the page management
algorithm of the PT-LRU, with Algorithm 4. Furthermore,
lines 15–24 of Algorithm 4 are the same as the eviction
algorithm of the PT-LRU.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the impact of the GALRU on the performance
of a flash storage system is analyzed using a trace-driven
simulator. The GALRU is compared with the LRU, CFLRU,

PT-LRU, and DPW-LRU by conducting several experiments.
The PTGA-LRU and the DPWGA-LRU, mentioned in the
above case studies, were compared with the PT-LRU and
the DPW-LRU, respectively. To analyze the impact of buffer
management schemes on the performance of a flash storage
system that uses internal parallelism, the allocation pattern of
buffer entries was measured in addition to the buffer hit ratio
and the number of flash write operations.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
An in-house simulator that supports the simulation of multi-
channel, multi-way architectures was used for the experi-
ments. Even though Flash-DBsim [44] has been used for
experiments on many buffer management schemes, it is
not suitable for experiments with the GALRU because it
does not support internal parallelism. To investigate the
impact of the buffer management schemes on I/O latency
when sub-requests are processed in parallel, we implemented
a trace-driven in-house simulator based on Flash-DBsim
to simulate various multi-channel, multi-way architectures.
Real I/O traces generated by different types of applications
were used for the experiments. Table 1 shows information on
the I/O traces. Financial1 and Websearch1 were collected by
the Storage Performance Council (SPC) [45]. The other trace
files were collected through research [46] related to the I/O
characteristics of smartphones.

TABLE 1. I/O trace specifications.

TABLE 2. Simulation settings.

Table 2 shows the settings used by the in-house simulator.
Settings related to latency and size were the same as those
used in the PT-LRU [22] and the DPW-LRU [28]. The other
settings were added to simulate the multi-channel, multi-way
architecture. The transfer speed of the channel data bus was
800 MT/s, which is the maximum speed of the data interface
supported by ONFI 4.0 [12]. The round-robin method was
used as an arbitration policy in case of competition between
ways of using the channel data bus. The simulator did not
support multi-plane operation.
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Themain settings used by each buffer management scheme
are as follows: The LRU was implemented to manage all
data belonging to the buffer using the LRU algorithm. The
CFLRU used half of the buffer as a clean-first window, and
the PT-LRU and PTGA-LRU set the default value of pro to
0.8, which was the most suitable for reducing the number of
write operations in experiments on the PT-LRU [22]. Here,
pro is the factor that determines the probability of evicting
cold and dirty data. The DPW-LRU and DPWGA-LRU used
half of the buffer as the working region and the other half as
the exchange region. The GALRU used half of the buffer as
the common region and the other half as the victim region.

B. I/O LATENCY
1) IMPACT OF INTERNAL PARALLELISM ON I/O LATENCY
This section analyzes the impact of the GALRU on I/O
latency depending on whether internal parallelism is used.
The GALRU was designed based on the assumption that a
sub-request using a dirty entry is likely to become a criti-
cal sub-request. This assumption was established when sub-
requests were processed in parallel. When a flash storage
system did not utilize internal parallelism, the sub-request
that was processed last became a critical sub-request because
they were processed sequentially.

FIGURE 5. Normalized I/O latency: (a) one-channel, one-way
configuration; (b) eight-channel, eight-way configuration.

Figure 5 shows the normalized I/O latency. The I/O latency
of each scheme was normalized by the I/O latency of the
LRU, and the size of the buffer was 4 MB. Because the
simulator did not support plane-level parallelism, the one-
channel, one-way configuration did not utilize internal par-
allelism. In this configuration, because improving the buffer
hit ratio or reducing the number of flash write operations

was important for reducing I/O latency, the GALRU was
not effective in reducing the I/O latency compared with the
other schemes considered. The results of measurement of
the buffer hit ratio and number of flash write operations are
described in Sections 6-D and 6-E, respectively. In the eight-
channel, eight-way configuration that could adequately use
internal parallelism, the I/O latency of the GALRUwas lower
than that of the other schemes in most cases. Compared with
those of the LRU, CFLRU, PT-LRU, and DPW-LRU, the I/O
latencies of the GALRU were 15.5%, 13.7%, 24.0%, and
11.2% lower, respectively. Because theGALRU improved the
likelihood that clean entries, which were wasted by the other
schemes, would be used to reduce I/O latency, it yielded better
performance than the other schemes. To analyze changes
in the allocation pattern of clean entries, we classified I/O
requests depending on the dirtiness of the allocated buffer
entries. The results are described in Section 6-C.

Moreover, the basic idea of GALRU was effective in
improving the schemes considered above. In the eight-
channel, eight-way configuration, the I/O latencies of
GALRU-based schemes introduced in Section 5 was lower
than those of the PT-LRU and the DPW-LRU. The I/O
latency of the PTGA-LRU was 20.1% lower than that of
the PT-LRU, and the I/O latency of the DPWGA-LRU was
9.5% lower than that of the DPW-LRU. The application of
GALRU does not significantly affect the eviction policy of
these schemes because it can be applied to them without
major modifications, as explained in Section 5. Therefore,
clean entries were managed efficiently without significant
changes to the buffer hit ratio or the number of flash write
operations. As a result, the PTGA-LRU and DPWGA-LRU
were able to further reduce I/O latency over the PT-LRU and
DPW-LRU, respectively.

2) IMPACT OF BUFFER SIZE ON I/O LATENCY
Figure 6 shows the normalized I/O latency of the eight-
channel, eight-way configuration using buffers of various
sizes. Regardless of the size of the buffer, the I/O latencies
of the GALRU and GALRU-based schemes were lower than
those of the other schemes. The GALRU reduced I/O latency
compared with the average I/O latency of the four schemes
considered: 16.0% for a 1 MB buffer, 16.1% for a 2 MB
buffer, 16.1% for a 4 MB buffer, and 15.0% for an 8 MB
buffer. The PTGA-LRU reduced I/O latency compared with
the average I/O latency of the PT-LRU as well: 18.2% for
a 1 MB buffer, 20.0% for a 2 MB buffer, 18.1% for a
4 MB buffer, and 17.8% for an 8 MB buffer. The DPWGA-
LRU reduced the I/O latency compared with the average I/O
latency of DPW-LRU by 14.0% for a 1 MB buffer, 12.0% for
a 2 MB buffer, 9.7% for a 4 MB buffer, and 9.8% for an 8MB
buffer.

3) IMPACT OF WORKLOAD INTENSITY ON I/O LATENCY
This section analyzes the impact of the GALRU on I/O
latency according to the intensity of the workload. When
the intensity of the workload was high, many sub-requests
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FIGURE 6. Normalized I/O latency of eight-channel, eight-way configuration: (a) 1 MB buffer; (b) 2 MB buffer; (c) 4 MB buffer; (d) 8 MB buffer.

were accumulated in request queues inside the flash storage
system owing to the slow operation of the flash device. In this
case, because the impact of the preceding sub-request on
the processing time of the subsequent sub-request increased,
it was difficult to predict the sub-request that was critical. The
impact of the GALRU on I/O latency decreased as the inten-
sity of the workload increased because the possibility that a
sub-request using a dirty entry became a critical sub-request
decreased. To analyze the impact of the GALRU in such
cases, we measured I/O latency by ignoring the timestamp
of the I/O trace files and adjusting the number of outstanding
I/O requests.

FIGURE 7. Normalized I/O latency of eight-channel, eight-way
configuration.

Figure 7 shows the normalized I/O latency depending on
the number of outstanding I/O requests. The I/O latency of
the GALRU was normalized by that of the LRU, and the
size of the buffer was 4 MB. As the number of outstanding
I/O requests increased, the impact of the GALRU in terms
of reducing I/O latency decreased. The I/O latencies of the

GALRU were 9.8%, 5.3%, 2.7%, and 2.1% lower than those
of the LRU when the numbers of outstanding I/O requests
were 4, 8, 16, and 32, respectively. Considering that the
intensity of the workload on systems [47], [48] is kept low
in practice for a considerable amount of time, the GALRU is
sufficiently effective in improving performance.

C. ALLOCATION PATTERN OF BUFFER ENTRIES
To analyze changes in the allocation pattern of buffer entries,
we classified I/O requests depending on the type of allocated
buffer entries. Table 3 shows features of each type of I/O
request. The number of each was measured by processing all
I/O requests generated by the workloads and classifying the
results.

TABLE 3. Types of I/O request.

Figure 8 shows the ratio of each type of I/O request to
total I/O requests when the flash storage system used a
4 MB buffer. The GALRU reduced the number of MD-type
I/O requests by 5.64% on average compared with the four
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FIGURE 8. I/O request type for various workloads: (a) Financial1;
(b) Websearch1; (c) Messaging; (d) Music; (e) Booting; (f) Amazon;
(g) RadioWebBrowse.

schemes considered. The PTGA-LRU reduced the number of
MD-type I/O requests by 7.36% on average compared with
the PT-LRU, and the DPWGA-LRU reduced the number of
MD-type I/O requests by 4.12% on average compared with
the DPW-LRU. Because the eviction process for writing dirty
data to the flash device delayed the I/O operations for the
requested data, the I/O latency of the MD-type I/O request
was likely to be higher than those of the FH-type and the
MC-type I/O requests. If the number of the MD-type I/O
requests decreased, that of the FH-type or the MC-type I/O
requests increased. As a result, as the number of the MD-type
I/O requests decreases, the average I/O latency decreases
because the FH-type or MC-type I/O requests have a lower
latency than the MD-type I/O request.

Because of the difference in size between the types of
I/O requests, the GALRU was able to reduce the number of
MD-type I/O requests to a greater extent than expected. Even
though it is designed to reduce the number of the MDC-type
I/O requests, the number of MDD-type I/O requests was

FIGURE 9. I/O request size for various workloads: (a) Financial1;
(b) Websearch1; (c) Messaging; (d) Music; (e) Booting; (f) Amazon;
(g) RadioWebBrowse.

also reduced as shown in Figure 8. This result is related to
the difference in size between I/O request types. The size
of the I/O request refers to the size of data requested by
the given I/O request. Figure 9 shows the size of each type
of I/O request. The size of the MDC-type I/O request was
larger than that of the other types considered. This means
that more MC-type I/O requests could be generated than
the reduced number of MDC-type I/O requests. Most of
the increased MC-type I/O requests underwent conversion
from MDD-type I/O requests. Except for the read-dominant
Websearch1workload, the size of theMDD-type I/O requests
of the GALRU was greater than that of the four schemes con-
sidered. Furthermore, the size of the MC-type I/O requests of
the GALRU was smaller than those of these schemes. This
result means that the GALRU tended to convert large MDC-
type I/O requests into MDD-type I/O requests and small
MDD-type I/O requests into MC-type I/O requests.

Figure 10 shows the ratio of each type of I/O
request to total I/O requests for buffers of various sizes.
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FIGURE 10. I/O request type for Financial1 workload: (a) 1 MB buffer;
(b) 2 MB buffer; (c) 4 MB buffer; (d) 8 MB buffer.

FIGURE 11. Buffer hit ratio: (a) 1 MB buffer; (b) 2 MB buffer; (c) 4 MB
buffer; (d) 8 MB buffer.

Regardless of buffer size, the GALRU and GALRU-based
schemes reduced the number of MD-type I/O requests. The
GALRU reduced them by 5.23% for a 1 MB buffer, 4.67%
for a 2 MB buffer, 4.20% for a 4 MB buffer, and 3.59% for an
8 MB buffer, compared with the other schemes on average.
As the size of the buffer increased, the number of FH-type
I/O requests increased because the buffer hit ratio increased.
Conversely, as the size of the buffer increased, the number of
MD-type I/O requests that could be reduced by the GALRU
decreased. The PTGA-LRU reduced the number of MD-type
I/O requests of the PT-LRU: 8.02% for the 1 MB buffer,

7.59% for the 2 MB buffer, 7.30% for the 4 MB buffer, and
7.03% for the 8 MB buffer. The DPWGA-LRU reduced the
number of MD-type I/O requests of the DPW-LRU: 7.88%
for the 1 MB buffer, 6.97% for the 2 MB buffer, 6.22% for
the 4 MB buffer, and 5.37% for the 8 MB buffer.

D. BUFFER HIT RATIO
Figure 11 shows the buffer hit ratio for buffers of various
sizes. As the size of the buffer increased, the buffer hit
ratio increased because data with a high temporal locality
remained in the buffer for a long time. The buffer hit ratio of
the GALRU was lower than that of other schemes in several
cases because the GALRU could evict hot data to leave clean
data in the buffer. However, it did not significantly reduce the
buffer hit ratio because the situation wherein dirty data were
evicted instead of clean data did not occur often. For example,
in the 4 MB buffer, the buffer hit ratio of the GALRU was
0.79% lower on average than that of the DPW-LRU, which
had the highest buffer hit ratio. However, as confirmed in
Sections 6-B and 6-C, the GALRU was more effective in
reducing the I/O latency of a flash storage system that utilized
internal parallelism than other schemes with higher buffer hit
ratios because the allocation pattern of buffer entries had a
significant effect on I/O latency.

FIGURE 12. Number of flash write operations: (a) 1 MB buffer; (b) 2 MB
buffer; (c) 4 MB buffer; (d) 8 MB buffer.

E. NUMBER OF FLASH WRITE OPERATIONS
Figure 12 shows the normalized number of flash write oper-
ations based on the number of flash write operations of the
LRU for buffers of various sizes. As the size of the buffer
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increased, the number of flash write operations decreased
because dirty data remained in the buffer for a longer time.
Even though all schemes, except for the LRU, employed
the clean-first method, the scheme with the lowest number
of flash write operations differed depending on the work-
load because of differences in the eviction algorithms used.
Because the GALRU did not use the clean-first method when
the amount of clean data in the buffer was insufficient, its
number of flash write operations was higher than those of
other schemes in several cases. However, as confirmed in
Sections 6-B and 6-C, the GALRU was more effective in
reducing the I/O latency of a flash storage system that utilizes
internal parallelism than other schemes with a smaller num-
ber of flash write operations because the allocation pattern of
buffer entries had a large effect on I/O latency.

VII. CONCLUSION
To improve the I/O performance of flash storage systems that
utilize internal parallelism,we proposed a buffermanagement
scheme called the GALRU. It applies an eviction policy in
units of sub-request groups. The GALRU avoids allocating
buffer space that contains both clean data and dirty data to
an I/O request to efficiently use the space that contains clean
data, where this helps reduce I/O latency. The GALRU can
unify the dirtiness of data contained in the buffer space such
that it is allocated to an I/O request, because it groups sub-
requests derived from the same I/O request and applies the
same eviction policy to sub-requests belonging to the same
group. To analyze the impact of the GALRU on I/O latency,
we classified I/O requests into several types according to the
results of the eviction process. The results of experiments
showed that the GALRU increases the number of I/O requests
with low latency by reducing the number of requests that evict
both clean and dirty data from the buffer.
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